
SPLINTERS AND THE PUDDING RAISE 

My previous post in this series covered the Jacoby 2NT response to partner's suit 

opening. If you follow my advice (always best) you will reserve Jacoby for hands in 

which you have BETTER than a routine raise to game. To respond a Jacoby 2NT does 

not mean that you are definitely going on to slam, but it should be confined to 

hands on which you have a fit for partner and at least slam interest. The question 

then arises: how do you bid if you have a fit, but only moderate game values? 

Let's have a few examples. If partner opens the bidding with 1S, what do you 

respond, holding: 

a) Kxxx / KQx / AJxx / xx   ? 

or how about 

b) Kxxx / Kxx / AJxxx / x    ? 

Or if partner opens 1C, what do you respond, holding: 

c) Kxx / AQx / xx / Axxxx     ? 

With each of the above hands you have values for game, but not much in reserve. 

On the first two you know you want to play in SPADES - specifically in 4S unless 

partner has considerable extra values. 

The third hand is more complicated in that there are TWO game options - 3NT or 

5C. Either will be high enough unless partner has 'extras'. 

So, how to respond? I know that many club players will respond by jumping straight 

to game in the suit partner has opened. That is wrong! Reserve the jump to game 

for WEAK hands - hands on which you lack high cards but have a nice fit. It's pre-

emptive. 

So, how do you bid the above hands? Answer: you need special agreements. Those 

agreements are the subject of this post.  

When partner opens a major suit (1H or 1S), and you, the responder, have at least 4 

card support and moderate game values bid 3NT to show this hand type when 

holding NO SHORTAGE (singleton or void) and make the splinter bid (a double jump, 

bidding your shortage) to show moderate game values WITH A SHORTAGE 

 

So on hand a) you would bid 3NT. 



 

On hand b) you would bid 4C (a double jump, known as a splinter, showing a 

singleton or void club). 

In either case partner will know your hand type within tightly defined limits and 

should therefore know what to do. One thing she must NOT do is Pass! Don't forget 

- you have said you want to play in opener's major. 

Therefore, with a moderate opening hand, partner will simply bid the game - and 

that is the end of it. But with extra values, partner can opt to explore for slam - 

perhaps via a cue bid; perhaps via an Ace asking enquiry. If opener does do anything 

but make the immediate game bid, responder should then co-operate with any slam 

enquiry by making a return cue bid provided she can do so below the game level. 

Responding 3NT to a minor suit opening is a bit different. Again you have made a 

bid that defines your hand within narrow limits - always helpful! Specifically you 

have told partner: I have at least a 4 card support for your minor; I DON'T have a 4 

card major (or I would have bid it); I have enough for game, but not much in 

reserve. In terms of points, responder is showing around 11 to 15. With more than 

this, you'd have bid 2NT (Jacoby). 

So, following a minor suit opening, 3NT is NON-FORCING. This is because 3NT will 

often be the best spot. But opener can of course bid on - either by opting to bid the 

minor suit game (in the knowledge that partner has shown support) or by initiating 

a slam enquiry. 

Splinter bids and the 3NT pudding raise are both artificial bids. They have to be 

agreed with partner before you can employ them efficiently. They also have to be 

alerted. But both are an essential part of your bidding vocabulary. Don't leave home 

without them. 
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